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BOOKS: AnEv’e1’↑따r 
dressed to a young Lady, [rom the Lakes o[ the 
North o[ Englaηd (London: Printed for J. 
johnson, 1793); 

Descriptive Sketches. ln Verse. Take'ft 4t띠ng a Pedes
trian Tour in the ltalian, G:매:son， Swi:ss, and Sa
voyard Aφ's (London: Printed for J. johnson, 
1793); 

Lyrical Ballad:s, with a [ew other Poems (Bristol: 
Printed by Biggs & Cottle for T. N. Long
man, London, 1798; London: Printed for J. 
& A. Arch, 1798; enlarged edition, 2 vol
umes, London: Printed for T. N. Longman 
& o. Rees by Biggs &. Co. , Bristol, 1800; Phil
adelphia: Printed & s이d by james Hum
phreys, 1802); 

Poems, in two Volumes (London: Printed for Long
man, Hurst, Rees & Orm~， 1807); 

Concerning the Convention o[ Cintra (London: 
Printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees & Orme 
1809); 

TheEχ:cursion， being a portion o[ The Recluse, a Poem 
(London: Printed for Longman, Hurst, 
Rees, Orme & Brown, 1814; New York: C. 
& S. Francis , 1849); 

Poems By William Word:sworth, lncluding L~γzc따 Bal
lad:s, and the M i:scellaneous Pieces o[ the Author, 
2 volumes (London: Printed for Longman, 
Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown, 1815); 

The White Doe o[ Rylstone: or The Fate o[ the 
Nortons. A Poem (London: Printed for Long
man, Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown by james 
Ballantyne, Edinburgh, 1815); 

T뼈mksgivi'γ~g Ode, Janua깨 18, 1816. With Other 
Short Pieces, Chiefly re[erring to Recent Public 
Events (London: Printed by Thomas Da
vison for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme & 
Brown, 1816); 

A Letter to A Friend o[ Robert Burns (London: 
Printed for Longman, Hurst , Rees, Orme & 
Brown, 1816); 

Two Addresses to the Freeholders o[ Westmoreland 
(Kendal: Printed by Airey & Bellingham, 
1818); 
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Peter Bell, A Tale in Verse (London: Printed by 
Strahan & Spottiswoode for Longman, 
Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown, 1819); 

The Waggoner, A Poem. To Which are added, Sonnets 
(London: Printed by Strahan & Spot
tiswoode for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme 
& Brown, 1819); 

M강cellaηeous Poems o[ William Word:sworth, 4 vol
umes (London: Printed for Longman, 
Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown, 1820); 

The River Dμddoη， A se얘es o[ Sonnets: Vaudracmιr 
q,nd Jμlia: and Other Poems. To which 강 aη
nexed, A Topographical Desc얘tioη o[ the Coun
tη， o[ the Lakes, in the North o[ Eη.glaηd (Lon
don: Printed for Longman, Hursì:, Rees, 
Orme & Brown, 1820); 

ADαcπÖ:þtioη o[ the Sceηery o[ the Lakes in The N orth 
o[ Eη.glaηd. Third Editioη， (N ow [irst publi:shed 
separately) (London: Printed for Longman, 
Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown, 1822; revised 
and enlarged, 1823); revised and enlarged 
again as A Gμide through the D i:strict o[ the 
Lakes in The N orth o[ Eηgland (Kendal: Pub
lished by Hudson & Nich~lson / London: 
Longman & Co., Moxon, and Whitaker & 
Co. , 1835); 

Memorials o[ a Tour on the Coηtineηt， 1820 (Lon~ 
don: ‘ Printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, 
Orme & Brown, 1822); 

Ecclesiastical Sketches (London: Printed for Long
m;m, Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown, 1822); 

The Poetical Works o[ William Word:sψorth， 4 volumes 
(Boston: Published by Cummings & 
Hilliard, printed by Hilliard & Metcalf, 
1824); 

The Poetical Works o[ William Word:sψorth (5 v이

umes, London: Printed for Longman, Rees, 
Orme, Brown & Green, 1827; revised edi
tion, 4 volumes, London: Printed for Long
man, . Rees, Orme, Brown, Green & Long
man, 1832); 

The Poetical Works o[William Word:sworth [pirated edi
tion] (Paris: A. & W. Galignani, 1828); 
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William Wordsworth, Apπl1798 (portra상 by William Shuter; Cornell Wordsworth Collection, by perm싫on 

01 the Cornell Uηiversity Libraη) 

Selections from the Poems of W상:liam Wordsworth, Esq. 
C퍼éfly for the Use of Schools and Young Persons, 
edited by Joseph Hine (London: Moxon, 
1831); 

Yarrow ‘ Revi따ed， Aηd Other Poems (London: 
Printed for Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, 
Green & Longman and Edward Moxon, 
1835; Boston: J. Monroe & Co, 1835; New 
York: R. Bartlett & S. Raynor, 、1835);

The Poetical Works 01 William Wordsworth (6 vol
umes, London: Moxon , 1836, 1837; en
larged , 7 volumes, 1842; enlarged again, 8 
volumes, 1_851); 

The Complete Poetical Works ofWilliam Wordsworth, ed
ited by Henry Reed (Philadelphia: J. Kay, 
Jun. , and Brother / Boston: J. Munroe , 
1837); 

The Sonnets of William Wordsworth (London: 
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Edward Moxon, 1838); 
Poems, Chiefly of Early aη，d Late Years; Incωdi'ηg The 

Borderers, A Tragedy (London:. Edward 
Moxon, 1842); 

Keηdal and Windermere Railway. Two Letters Re
p꺼ηted from The Morning Post. Revised, ψithAd
ditioηs (Kendal: Printed by Branthwaite & 
Son, 1845; London: Whittaker & Co. and 
Edward Moxon / Kendal: R. Branthwaite & 
Son, 1845); 

The Poems of William Wordsψorth， D.C.L., PoetLaure
ate (London: Moxon, 1845); 

The Poetical Works of William Wordsψorth， D.C.L., 
Poet Laureate; 6 volumes (London: Moxon, 
1849, 1850); 

The Prelude, Or Groωth of a Poet’s Mind, Aη Aμtobio

graphical Poem (London: Moxon, 1850; New 
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Wordsψorth’s birthPlace (tψ in Cockermouth, ψ'here h상 father ψ'as the legal agent for Sir james Lowther 
(later Earl of Loηsdale)， ψ'ho owned the hotαe; a'ηd Hawkshead Grammar School (bottom), where Wordsworth 

ψ'as a student from May 1779 μηtil summer 1787 
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York: D. Appleton / Philadelphia: Geo. S. Ap
pleton, 1850); 

The Recl~μe [“Home at Grasmere"] (London & 
New York: Macmillan, 1888). 

Collections: Poems 0/ Wordswoπh， chosen and ed
ited by Matthew Arnold (London & N ew 
York: Macmillan, 1879); 

The Poetical Works 0/ William Wordsψ0빼， 5 vol
umes, edited by Ernest de Selincourt and 
Helen Darbishire (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1940-1949; volumes 2 and 3 revised, 1952, 
1954); 

William Wordsworth: Selected Poems and Pr，강aces， ed
ited by Jack Stillinger (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1965); 

The Prose Works 0/ William Wordsworth, 3 volumes, 
edited by W. J. B. Owen and Jane Worthing
ton Smyser (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1974); 

The Cornell Wordsψorth， 14 volumes to date, gen
eral editor, Stephen M. Parrish (Ithaca: Cor
nell University Press, 1975- ); 

The Prelude 1799, 1805, 1850, edited by Jonathan 
Wordsworth, M. H. Abrams, and Stephen 
Gill (New York: Norton, 1979); 

William Wordsworth: The Poems, 2 volumes, edited 
by John o. Hayden (Harmondsworth: Pen
guin / New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1981); 

The Poetical Works 0/ Wordsworth, edited by Paul D. 
Sheats (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1982)
revision of the 1904 Cambridge Words
worth; 

William Wordsworth, edited by Stephen Gill, Ox
ford Author Series (London: Oxford Univer
sity Press, 1984). 

OTHER: Joseph Wilkinson, Select Views 짜 Cμ，mber

land, Westmorelaηd， aηd Lanc따hir~， includes 
an introduction by Wordsworth (London: 
Published for Wilkinson by R. Ackermann, 
1810). 

Although William Wordsworth is now re
garded as the central poet of his age, during his 
lifetime Byron or Scott, and later Tennyson, re
ceived more popular acclaim. Even rea:ders in the 
niheteenth centU1γ who argued for Wordsworth’s 
centrality did so on grounds different from those 
of many twentieth-century critics. For Matthew Ar
nold, who wanted to bolster Wordsworth’s reputa" 
tion late in the Victorian period, Wordsworth was 
the great lyrical poet of nature, spontaneity, and 
affirmation. Readers in this century, such as Geof-
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frey Hartman, have found Wordsworth’s poetry 
powerful because of the tensions and contradic
tions which disturb its sometimes deceptively 
smooth surfaces. According to this reading of 
“Wordsworth," the poetπ is a site of doubt and 
conflict, a view recendy supported by critics inter
ested in Wordsworth’s ideological commitments. 
The view of Wordsworth as a conflicted and com
plicated poet whose works document the m뱅or 
events and concerns of his age-the French Revolu
tion and the rise of counterrevolutionary tyr
anny, the effects of urbanization, mass communi
cation, and war, the desires and limitations of the 
human mind-appeals particularly to late
twentieth-century readers. 

William Wòrdsworth was born in Cocker
mouth, Cumberland, into a comfortable middle
class family with roots firmly planted in the Lake 
Country. His father, John Wordsworth, was legal 
agent to wealthy landowners, the Lowthers; his 
mother, Ann Cookson Wordsworth, came to the 
marriage from a conventionally respectable mer
chant family in Penrith. Wordsworth was the sec
ond child of five: Richard (who became an attor
ney); William; Dorothy (the poet’s lifelong friend 
and companion); John (a sailor who drowned at 
sea in 1805); Christopher (who became master of 
단inity College, Cambridge). Wordsworth did not 
leave many descriptions of his parents, but it is as
sumed that he and his siblings enjoyed a secure 
early life in Cockermouth, where they lived in a 
large, attractive house owned by the Lowthers. Al
though often away from home on business, John 
Wordsworth took time when home to introduce 
his children to English poetη and encouraged 
William to memorize long passages from the 
works of 'Yilliam Shakespeare, John Milton, and 
Edmund Spenser, a skill that he would treasure 
both as an allusive poet and as one who com
posed his own poetry from memory. William’s 
young imagination was also nurtured by other 
readings, such as Doη Qμixote and the Arabiaη 
Nights, works mentioned in Th~ Prelude, 
Wordsworth’s long. autobiographical poem pub~ 
lished posthumously in 1850. 

In 1778 Ann Wordsworth died suddenly, 
and then, over the Christmas holidays of 1783-
1784, John Wordsworth followed. In an early ver
sion of The Prelude (written in 1798-1799), Words
worth interprets the effect of his father’s death 
on his young consciousness: 

The evént 
With all the sorrow which it brought appeared 
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Page from the copy of An Evening Walk (1793) that Wordsworth inscribed to his soη William iη 1846 (by permissioη 
ofthe Word뼈orth Trust) 

A chastisement, and when 1 called to mind 
That day so lately passed when from the crag 
1 looked in such anxiety of hope, 
With trite reflections of mortality 
Yet with deepest passion 1 bowed low 
To God, who thus corrected my desires. 

John Wordsworth’s death had material as well as 
spiritual consequences for William. At the time 
of his death, the Lowthers owed their agent well 
over four thousand pounds, a debt not resolved 
for almost twenty years, causing much financial 
difficulty and painful dependency for the Words
worth children. When John Wordsworth died, 
the household was dispersed, with the boys sent 
back to school and Dorothy sent to live with rela
trves. 

The Wordsworth boys attended Hawkshead 
Grammar School, known for excellent instruction 
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in mathematics and classics. Rather than live at 
the school, the Wordsworths boarded with Ann 
and Hugh Tyson. From Wordsworth’s description 
in The Prelude, we know that Ann Tyson inspired 
love and gratitude in the young poeL She gave 
him considerable freedom to discover the power 
of the natural world and to begin to define him
self in relation to that power. Wordsworth was 
also encouraged at Hawkshead by a young school
master, William Taylor, whose love for poetry
particularly poets of sensibility (Mark Akenside, 
James Beattie, Robert Blair, Thomas Chatterton, 
William Collins, John Dyer, Thomas Gray, Char
lotte Smith, James Thomson)-inspired him in his 
early years. 1n addition, Wordsworth read Robert 
Burns’s Poems Chi강7y in the Scottish Dialect (1786) , 
which initiated an admiration of Burns evident in 
Wordsworth’s poetry and in his A Letter to A 
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Friend 01 Robert Burns (1816). 
Wordsworth composed his first verses at 

Hawkshead in the fall of 1784 on the subject of 
summer vacation, and in 1785 he wrote verses on 
the bicentenary of the school. During his last 
year at Hawkshead, the 1786-1787 academic 
year, Wordsworth composed most. of The Vale 01 
Esthwaite, a descriptive poem with Gothic and su
pernatural elements, of which more than five hun
dred lines survive. In March of 1787 his first pub
lished poem, “Sonnet, On Seeing Miss Helen 
Maria Williams Weep at a Tale of Distress," ap
peared in Eμropean Magazine. Signing his name 
“Axi이ogus" (meaning, loosely, “worth of 
words"), Wordsworth revealed his witty conscious
ness of his surname and perhaps prefigured his 
faith in the worth of his own words. 

In the fall of 1787 Wordsworth went to St. 
John’s College, Cambridge, as a sizar, a designa
tion applied to students who paid reduced fees. 
With his strong backgröuhd in mathematics, 
Wordsworth was well prepared for the curricu
lum, but he seerns to have decided early in his uni~ 
versity career that he would not follow the pre
scribed path to honors, and he did not 
distinguish himself at Cambridge. Instead, Words
worth studied modern languages-particularly Ital
ian with Agostino Isola, under whose direction 
he developed a lasting admiration for Italian poet
ry that in turn enriched his reading of Milton 
and Spenser. An Eveηiηg Walk (1793), the descrip
tive poem in heroic couplets that Wordsworth 
wrote during his Cambridge years, reveals not 
only his absorption in eighteenth-century descrip
tive poetry but also his love of and familiarity 
with Virgil, another lasting interest in his life. 

As the end of his course at Cambridge ap
proached, Wordsworth felt increasing pressure 
from older relatives to excel and to prepare for a 
career, presumably either in the law or clergy. 
Rather than commit himself, Wordsworth did 
what his guardians regarded as mad and" danger
ous: he left Cambridge froÍn July to Octobà 
1790 and went with his Welsh friend Robert 
Jones on a walking tour of the Alps. The trip was 
“ mad" because Wordsworth could use the time to 
studyahd “dangerous" because of the uncertain 
political climate of revolutionary France. But as 
Wordsworth confesses in book 6 of The Prelude 
(1805 version), “ An open slight / Of college cares 
and study was the scheme," especially with 
“ France standing on the top of golden hours, / 
And human nature seeming born again~" When 
he returned to Cambridge in the autumn and 
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took his B.A. in January 1791 , Wordsworth was 
no closer to pleasing his formidable elders with a 
plan for his life. After visiting London and 
Wales, and even returning briefly to Cambridge, 
Wordsworth returned to France before Christmas 
in 1791 , ostensibly to learn to speak French. Dur
ing the following year he would learn and experi
ence more than a foreign language. 

Although there has been new scholarship 
on Wordsworth’s experiences in France, many 
questions still remain about the nature and ex
tent of his involvement in the French Revolution. 
In The Prelude Wordsworth claims to have been 
rather aloof at first, but he sympathized with the 
Girondins’ values and responded to their intellec
tual connection with the English republican tradi
tion. He became friends with Michel Beaupuy, a 
highborn Frenchman who supported the revolu
tion. Soon after his arrival in France, Words
worth became involved with Annette Vallon, a 
young womaIl from Blois who would give birth 
to their child, Anne"Caroline (called Caroline), 
on .15 December 1792. Wordsworth seems to 
have been torn by conflicts' during this period: 
while enthusiastic for the revolution, he was re
pelled by the increasing terror and mob violence, 
especially as he learned of the September Massa
cres in Paris in 1792; he was also aware of him
self as an Englishman from a Protestant Establish
ment family involved with Royalist-Catholic 
Annette. In the midst of these conflicts and no
where near a resolution, Wordsworth returned to 
England before the birth of his daughter Caro
line, presumably because he was out of money. 

The following year was emotionally tumultu
ous. Wordsworth spent some time in London 
with his brother Richard, who had followed the 
more conventional path of establishing a legal ca
reer. Then he traveled to the Isle of Wight and 
back through England on foot from Salisbury to 
Jones’s home in Wales. While wandering across 
Sarum Plain, Wordsworth began early versions of 
his Salisbury Plain poems, published in part as 
the bleak tale “ The F농male Vagrant" in the Ly깨
cal Ballads (1798) and then finally as “ Guilt and 
Sorrow" in 1842; he also Ínemorialized his state 
of mind and visionary experiences on Salisbury 
Plain in The Prelude. On his way to Bristol from 
Wales, Wordsworth traveled up the Wye River 
and visited Tintern Abbey; he later remembered 
himself in the poem “Tintern Abbey" acting “ like 
a man / Flying from somethihg that he dteads," 
an apt description of Wordsworth’s flight in 1793 
from his own inner conflicts. Wordsworth proba-
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Racedown Lodge, Dorset, probably as it looked when Williåm and Dorothy Wordsworth lived there in 1795-1797 (Painting by 
S. L. May; by 뼈mission of the Wordswσrth Trust) 

bly made a brief third and dangerous trip to 
France in October 1793, after England and 
France were at war. He may have witnessed, as 
Thomas Carlyle later reported his saying, the exe
cution of the Girondin Antoine ]oseph Gorsas. 
Given the climate in France and the execution of 
other Girondins, Wordsworth may have left the 
country in fear of his life. There is no record 
that he saw Annette or his child. 

During 1793 Wordsworth published Aη Eνe

ηing Walk and the poem he wrote during his year
long stay in France, Descrψtiνe Sketches, both ap
pearing under the imprint of the radical 
bookseller ]oseph ]ohnson. Wordsworth wrote to 
his Cambridge friend William Mathews (23 May 
1794): “It was with great reluctance 1 huddled 
up those two little works and sent them into the 
world in so imperfect a state. But as 1 had done 
nothing by which to distinguish myself at the uni
versity, 1 thought these little things might shew 
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that 1 could do something." According to Words
worth, the poems received both “ unmerited con
tempt" and inflated praise; Wordsworth later re
gretted that he had not submitted them first to 
readers before allowing them to be published. 

Wordsworth also wrote, but cautiously did 
not publish, “A Letter to the Bishop of 
Llandaff," an attack on the basic conservative val
ues of the monarchy and the aristocracy associ
ated with Edmund Burke. During this time Words
worth came under the spell of William Godwin’s 
Aη Eηqμ띠 Concerηing Political ]ustice (1 793) and 
its assertion that the “ independent intellect" can 
be divorced from the feelings and affections assocÎ
ated' with family and traditional bonds. There is 
evidence that he helped to plan the radical 
Godwinian newspaper, The Philaηthropist， that ran 
for several months in 1795. Wordsworth had re
turned to London to earn his way as a journalist, 
but hopes for a career were complicated by tur
moil regarding his personal and p이itical commit-
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Silhouette of Dorothy Wordsworth, circa 1806 껴 perm강szon 
ofthe Wordsψorth Trust) 

ments in the repressive atmosphere of the 1790s. 
As he remembers in book 10 of the 1805 Prelude: 

1 felt 
The ravage of this most unnatural strife 
In my own heart; there lay like a weight, 
An enmity with all the tenderest springs 
Of my enjoyments. 1, who with the breeze 
Had played, a green leaf on the blessed tree 
Of my beloved country-nor had wished 
For happier fortune than to wither there
Now from my present station was cut off, 
And tossed about in whirlwinds. 

Wordsworth was still being tossed about by 
these winds when in 1795 he inherited nine hun
dred pounds from Raisley Calvert, a Lake Dis
trict friend whom he had nursed in his final ill
ness the previous year. In his generosity Calvert 
hoped that he might free Wordsworth to pursue 
the only career to which he seemed suited: th~lt 

of poet. Other friends , the Pinneys, offered 
Wordsworth their Racedown Lodge in Dorset 
rent free: here Dorothy and William arrived on 
26 September to reestablish their household. It is 
here that the Wordsworths cultivated their long re
lationship with Coleridge, ‘ whom Wordsworth 
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had met in Bristol in late suh1mer or early fall of 
1795. 

Reestablishing close bonds with Dorothy was 
crucial to William’s renewal after his experiences 
in France and his alienation from his native land. 
Dorothy is the “beloved woman" addressed in 
book 10 of The Prelude (1805 version), who “ Main
tained for me a saving intercourse / With my true 
self," and “ preserved me still / A poet." His close 
relationship with Dorothy, who was to live as a 
part of William’s family for the rest of her life, is 
the first of several rel~tionships with supportive 
women who nurtured Wordsworth’s career. With 
Dorothy keeping house and providing moral sup
port and with his developing friendship with Cole
ridge, Wordsworth began to revive his hopes and 
ambitions in the spring of 1796. 

In this year Wordswotth began composing 
his first major work, a tragedy in five acts (later ti
tled The Borderers) , which he would try unsuccess
fully to have staged in London. The play was not 
performed, and it was not published until Words
worth revised it in 1841 for his Poems, Chiejly o[ 
Early and Late Ytiars (1842). In this work of 
1796-1797 we see both Wordsworth’s preoccupa
tion with Godwinism and his growing r얻jection of 
it. Although the play does not have dramatic ap
peal for the stage, in it Wordsworth explores 
human character and relationships. Whereas in 
his Salisbury Plain poems he had shown how a per
son can be led to crime by the injustices of war 
and poverty, in The Borderers he creates the lago
like character Rivers, who deliberately leads a com
panion to commit a crime and thus to destroy his 
own life. The innocent and well-meaning Morti
mer abandons the old blind man Herbert to die 
after bei':lg convinced of, the old man’s evil na
ture. Without emotional attachment and respect 
for human affections, Rivers’s “ independent 
intellect"-the reason of Godwinian philosophy
proves a destructive and immoral force. 

The Borderers, with its dense Shakespearean 
allusions and échoes, was Wordsworth’s only at
tempt at drama, but it was also his first sustained 
attempt at blank verse, a metrical form central to 
his poetic program. And the writing of The 
Borderers led directly into the composition of his 
first “ great" poem, also in blaIÌk verse, The Ru
ined Cottage, published in altered form in 1814 as 
book 1 of The Excursion. In this poem Words
worth not only developed a magnificent blank
verse style, but he also created a narrative struc
ture that would prove important for many later 
poems: that of having the poet-narrator hear a 
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Alfoxden H ouse, ηear Nether Stowey, where William and Dorot.메 Wordsworth μνedfromJu’ 1797 until summer 1798 
(ill없tratioη by Edmund H. Neω for William Knight’'s Coleridge and Wordsworth in the West Country, 1913) 

story which changes the way he looks at the 
world and of having the reader and the narrator 
see objects in the world in a new way. In The Rμ

ined Cottage the narrator records the peddler’s 
stòry of Margaret, a young woman who is de
serted by her husband-a victim of the pressures 
of war and poverty-and slowly loses her home, 
her children, and her desire to live. The poem be
gins with the image of “ a ruined house, four 
naked walls / That stared upon each other"-a 
haunting description which asks the reader and 
the narrator to discover how and why the house 
became a ruin. In The Rμiηed Cottage Wordsworth 
tries to find meaning in human suffering and to es
tablish the grounds for consolation. Both the nar
rator and the peddler seem to succeed, although 
Margaret never attained for herself the comfort 
of their higher knowledge. 

To be closer to Coleridge, in July 1797 the 
Wordsworths moved to Alfoxden House , four 
miles from the little village of Nether Stowey in 
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Somerset where the Coleridges lived. They 
rented Alfoxden House, a mansion with land, in
cluding a deer park, for twenty-three pounds. 
Here Wordsworth continuously revised poems 
and composed more poetry, including several 
blank-verse poems that he hoped would one day 
become part of The Recl없e， a projected long 
poem on “ Man, Nature, and Society" that Words
worth would never complete, although he was ob
sessed for many years by the immense challenge. 
Recognizing Wordsworth’s poetic powers, Cole
ridge urged him on to this larger task, eventually 
in lieu of his own attempt to write the great long 
poem of the age. When Wordsworth published 
The ExcμrslOη in 1814, he announced to the world 
that it was merely part of a much longer and ambi
tious work yet to be written. 

The Wordsworths’ unconventional habits 
(housework on Sunday and walks at all hours of 
day and night) , as well as their association with 
Coleridge’s radical friend John Thelwall, led 
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Aquatint of Tintern Abbey by William Sawrey G쩨in， from William Giφiη's Observations on the River Wye and Several 
Parts of South Wales &c. (1782), a book that William and Dorothy Wordsworth are likeωo have taken with them wheη they 

visited the abbey iη þ따 1798. 

their neighbors to gossip that they were French 
spies, or worse. As a result, the Home Office sent 
a spy to Nether Stowey, who, as the well-known 
storγ goes, overheard Wordsworth and Coleridge 
whispering about “ Spy Nozy" (Spinoza) , only to 
learn to his disappointment that they were speak
ing of the author of an old book. Nothing came 
of the Spy Nozy incident. 1n “ My First Acquain
tance with Poets" (1823) William Hazlitt provides 
a wonderful retrospective description of Words
worth at Alfoxden, which demonstrates how he 
might have aroused curiosity in the locals: 

He answered in some degree to his friend’s de
scription of him, but was more gaunt and Don 
Quixote-like. He was quaintly dressed (according 
to the costμme of that unconstrained period) in a 
brown fustian jacket and striped pantaloons. 
There was something of a roIl, a lounge in his 
gait, not unlike his own Peter Bell. There was a se
vere, WOI‘ n pressure of thought about his tem
ples, a fire in his eye (as if he saw something in ob
jects mOl‘e than outward appearances) , an 
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intense high narrow forehead , a Roman nose, 
cheeks furrowed by strong purpose and feeIing, 
and a convulsive incIination to laughter about 
the mouth, a good deal at variance with the sol
emn, stateIy expression of the rest of his face .... 
He sat down and talked very naturaIly and 
freeIy, with a mixture of cIear gushing accents in 
his voice, a deep gutteral intonation, and a 
strong tincture of the northern buη; like the 
crust on 、Vlne.

The Wordsworths remained at Alfoxden until 
the summer of 1798. 

1n addition to work on The Recluse, during 
the Alfoxden period Wordsworth wrote the var
ied poems that would be published anonymously 
that fall with selections from Coleridge in the Ly까
cal Ballads. These poems-literary renditions of 
folk ballads, ballad debates, and blank-verse 
poems-were mostly the products of Words
worth’s happy and productive spring of 1798. 
Wordsworth and Coleridge planned the volume 
to earn enough money for a projected trip to Ger-
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many, where Coleridge especially wanted to go 
to learn German and to study German literature 
and philosophy-not initially to bring about a revo
lution in English literature. The 1798 volume 
sold well enough for new editions in January 
1801 (with ‘ '1800" on the title page), 1802, and 
1805, although Wordsworth never regarded the 
Lyπcal Ballads as a great popular success. But 
even Francis Jeffrey, as he was about to launch 
into an attack of Wordsworth’s 1807 book, Poems, 
iη two Volμmes ， sourly admitted in retrospect that 
“ The Lyrical Ballads were unquestionably popu
lar . . . for in spite of their occasional vulgarity, af
fectation , and silliness, they were undoubtedly 
characterised by a strong spirit of origin'ality, of pa
thos, and natural feeling ... " (Ediηbμrgh Review, 
October 1807). And the Lyrical Ballads would 
earn Wordsworth admirers among the younger 
writers, including Thomas De Quincey, JohJ;l 
Keats, and Percy Bysshe Shelley, who must have 
been referring to Lyrical Ballads when he wrote 
of “ Songs consecrate to truth and liberty" in “To 
Wordsworth" (1816). 

Although i:he originality of Wordsworth’s 
poems is still being debated, their general artistic 
superiority to the magazine literature with which 
they shared some themes-such as celebrations of 
simplicity and rurallife and an interest in the natu
ral world-is beyond dispute. And in a poem such 
as “Tintern Abbey," the product of Dorothy and 
William’s trip through the Wye Valley in the sum
mer of 1798, Wordsworth produced a nature 
poem which is not really a nature poem but a pro
found and anxious meditation on loss and desper
ately sought consolation. In typical Wordsworth
ian fashion , the poem focuses not on the present 
visit of 1798 but on the memory of the 1793 visit 
and on all that has gone between: the poem cele
brates not a visiting but a re-visiting, not vision, 
but re-vision. Near the end of his meditation, the 
poet addresses Dorothy, his silent auditor, for con
firmation and consolation, a move which has re
cently sparked feminist critics to consider her 
part more closely. 

Wordsworth added a now-famous preface to 
the 1800 edition of Lyrical Ballads and revised it 
for the 1802 volume. Although some readers 
have viewed the preface as unclear or unhelpful 
in relation to the poems (a tradition perhaps deriv
ing from Coleridge’s later repudiation of central 
ideas in his BiogγaPhia Literaria [1817]), Words
worth made significant contributions to poetic the
ory and clarified his rhetorical strategy. Words
worth wanted to reach a real audience who could 
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appreciate the subtleties of his paradoxically art
ful, complex poems celebrating simple themes 
and common people-idiot boys, forsaken 
women, shepherds-and to distinguish these 
poems from the “ trash" in magazines. A frequent 
charge leveled at Wordsworth from Lyrical Ballads 
to the delayed publication of Peter Bell in 1819 
was the failure of decorum. In the preface to L.껴
cal Ballads he argues for the seriousness, impor
tance, and permanence of basic human affections 
and for the use of nonornamental language 
(later explicitly linked to the King James Bible) to 
express these affections. Wordsworth outlines his 
psychological theory of the poetic composition, 
which reveals his perceptions of the associative 
processes of the mind. Situating himself in an 
age of crisis, Wordsworth links his poetic enter
prise to the fate of the mind in the modern 
world: 

For a multitude of causes, unknown to former 
times, are now acting to blunt the discriminating 
powers of the mind, and, unfitting it for all volun
tary exertion, to reduce it to a state of almost sav
age torpor. The most effective of these causes 
are the great national events which are daily tak
ing place, and the increasing accumulation of 
men in cities, where the uniformity of their occu
pations produces a craving for extraordinary inci
dent, which the rapid communication of intelli
gence hourly gratifies. . .. When 1 think upon 
this degrading thirst after outrageous stimula
tion, 1 am almost ashamed to have spoken of the 
feeble effort with which 1 have endeavored to 
counteract lt. . . . 

Against this insatiable hunger for incident and titil
lation, Wordsworth sets the Lyrical Ballads. 

Perhaps the best representative of Words
worth’s program-for now he had one-is Michael: 
A Pastoral Poem, the last work added to the 1800 
edition of the Lyηcal Ballads. In Michael, a stately 
blank-verse poem, Wordsworth reinterprets the 
pastoral as a genre depicting a real shepherd liv
ing a life based on domestic industry and indepen
dent labor. Because of p이itical and economic pres
sures, Wordsworth saw-and lamented-that the 
shepherd’s simple way of life was dying out. In a 
letter written shortly after publication, Words
worth comments to the Whig p이itician Charles 
James Fox that he wrote Michael and another 
poem, The Brothers, “ to shew that men who did 
not wear fine cloaths can feel deeply." Using a sim
ple, dignified language and verse form , Words
worth conveys the simplicity and dignity of the 
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shepherd’s life and the tragedy of his loss. In a typ
ical Wordsworthian way, the narrator redeems 
Michael’s loss by telling his story, thereby preserv
ing the values of his culture and transmitting 
those values “ to a few natural hearts" who hear
or read-the poem. 

The years between the first and second edi
tions of the Lψcal Ballads were not uneventful. 
William and Dorothy accompanied Coleridge to 
Germany, but they eventually split up, with the 
Wordsworths sett1ing in the mountain village of 
Goslar. While Coleridge’s intellectual pursuits i'n 
Germany were successful, Wordsworth withdrew 
into himself. He suffered from the nervous head
aches that had afflicted him since boyhood and 
that would be one of several physical manifesta
tions of his anxiety-what Coleridge called his 
“ hyperchondriacal" complaints. In the bitter cold 
of the German winter (1798-1799), Wordsworth 
wrote English poetry, explaining in December' 
that “As 1 had no books 1 have been obliged to 
write in self-defence." In this remarkable letter 
from William and Dorothy to C이eridge， with 
every inch of paper filled with inserted passages, 
Dorothy copied her brother’s poems for Cole
ridge, including original versions of the Lucy 
poems “She dwelt among the untrodden ways" 
and “Strange fits of passion," the fragmentary 
“Nutting," and the recollected skating and boat~ 
stealing episodes that would find their way into 
The Prelμde. Hence, some of Wordsworth’s finest 
poetry had its origins in this lonely but richly pro
ductive winter. Away from England in an alien cul
ture, Wordsworth retrieved his English past and 
began to ask the questions about the direction of 
his life that would eventually lead to his central 
work, The Prelude. 

The Wordsworths returned to England in 
May 1799 and traveled -direct1y from Yarmouth 
to Sockburn-on-Tees, where their old Penrith 
friends the Hutchinsons were living. Here-much 
closer to home-they remained for seven months; 
and here Wordsworth reestablished his ties with 
his future wife, Mary Hutchinson. Wordsworth 
composed the second part of what has become 
known as the “ two-part" Prelude of 1799: the first 
part, written most1y in Goslar, had dealt with 
early childhood; the second part proceeds 
through adolescence. Although happy to be writ
ing and to be back in. England, Wordsworth was 
plagued by financial troubles, for he had both 
lent money which had not been returned and bor
rowed money which he could not yet repay. 
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With his finances in no better shape and ap
proaching his thirtieth birthday the following 
spring, in December 1799 Wordsworth moved 
with Dorothy to Grasmere, where they had 
rented the cottage at Town End (later known as 
Dove Cottage) for eight pounds a year, a much 
more reasonable sum than Alfoxden. William 
and Dorothy now had their “ litt1e N ook of 
mountain-ground" and quickly established their 
domestic harmony. Wordsworth worked again on 
The Reclμ~e， celebrating his return to the Lake Dis
trict and his newly found domestic ideal with 
what was to be the first book, “ Home at Gras
mere." In the fall of 1800 he wrote Michael and 
other poems and prepared for the second edi
tion of the Lyrical Ballads, which a new publisher, 
Longman (one with whom Wordsworth was to 
have a long if not entirely happy relationship), 
would bring out. Besides keeping house and 
thereby making Wordsworth’s frugal domestic 
life possible, Dorothy also recorded that life in 
her Grasmere journals, with concrete details of 
cooking, cleaning, visiting, walking, and writing. 

The year 1801 was not as productive for 
Wordsworth as the previous few, although the 
spring (which seemed to be Wordsworth’s most 
productive season) of 1802 brought renewed activ
ity: “The Leech-Gatherer" (later known as “ Reso
lution and Independence"), the beginnings of 
the Intimations Ode, many lyrics inspired by his 
reading of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century po
etry, revision of the preface to Lyrical Ballads, 
and the Appendix on Poetic Diction. As Words
worth was struggling with “ Resolution and Inde
pendence," a poem concerned with the personal 
and economic fate of poets, he had begun to re
ceive léttèrs from Annette Vallon. By the end of 
1801 Wordsworth and Maη Hutchinson had qui
e t1y decided to marry, so these letters must have 
beenparticularly troublesome. The Peace of Ami
ens had opened up communications once again be
tween England and France, and Wordsworth de
cided that he must go to France in order to clear 
the way for his marriage. With Dorothy accompa
nying him, William spent the month of August 
1802 in Calais with Annette and Caroline. While 
in Calais, Wordsworth composed a small group 
of sonnets, which, except for Dorothy’s brief jour
nal entry, form the only records of this trip. The 
sonnets reveal Wordsworth’s anxiously inter
twined and unresolved thoughts on politics, mar
riage, and paternity. In contrast to the revolution
ary excesses of the 1790s-which gave birth to an 
illegitimate daughter and an illegitimate ruler in 
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William alγ~d Dorothy Wordsworth ’:S December 1798 letter to Coleridge, which includes early versions of “She Dwelt amongthe Untrod
den Ways," t파 S빼ting episode a:뼈 the moonlight adventure on Ullswater section of the 1799 Prelude, and “N따til행’ (벼 

permission of the Wordsworth Trust) 
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Pages from one of the notebooks Wordsworth used in Goslar during winter 1798-1799 (by 뼈m생sion of the Wordsworth Trus야. 
Thi성 fair copy of a draft for “ There Was a Boy" was made circa February 1799. The first draft was Writiαn during the pγe바:ous au

tumn. First published as a separate poem in the 1800 edition of Lyrical Ballads, “ There Was a Boy" was incorporated in The 
Prε:lude in spring 1804, but appeared by 따빠 again in WordswO'πh’S 1815 Poems. 
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Dora Wordsworth's drawing, circa 1826, of her birthplace in Grasmere, the cottage where the Wordswo:π:hs lived from December 
1799 until May 1808 (based on a circa 1806 drawing by Amos Green; by permission of the Wordsworth Trust). Later caliμd 

Dove Cottage, it was home to Thomas De Quincey in 1809). 

France-Wordsworth looks toward personal and 
political stability in 1802 through marriage to an 
Englishwoman of similar background to his own 
and by reviving Milton’s spirit to revitalize the “ an
cient English dower / Of inward happiness" (“Lon
don 1802"). Although he parted on friendly 
terms with Annette and Caroline and visited 
them in later years while in France, the poems re
veal unresolved personal issues against the frag
ile background of peace in Calais. 

While Wordsworth was no longer the young 
radical of the early 1790s, recent critics have per
suasively argued that there are strong connec
tions between Wordsworth’s early radicalism and 
his later conservatism. Wordsworth did become 
more conservative, but he never became coldheart
ed and always maintained his hatred of slavery 
and tyranny. His response to the Terror in 
France led to a fear of mob rule and any massive 
threats to order. But the charges of apostasy, 
going back to Shelley in 1816, obscure real conti
nuity in Wordsworth’s values and locate a dra
matic change in Wordsworth well beyond the 
time when he began to reconsider his moral and 
ideological commitments in The Borderers (written 
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in 1796-1797, unpublished until 1842). 
When William and Mary were married on 2 

October 1802, Wordsworth’s finances were about 
to improve. Sir James Lowther, Earl of Lonsdale, 
had died the previous May, and his heir, Sir Wil
liam Lowther, agreed to repay the debt to John 
Wordsworth’s estate, which would mean around 
eight thousand pounds including interest, to be di
vided among the Wordsworth “ children." AI
though the. Wordsworths’ finances were never 
easy, the growing family would live at Dove Cot
tage with some stability until 1808. Wordsworth’s 
extended family, which included Dorothy, Mary’s 
sister Sara Hutchinson, and often Coleridge and 
John Wordsworth of the East lndia Company, 
was his mainstay during this period, which also 
saw the birth of John (1 8 June 1803), Dorothy
whom they called Dora-(16 August 1804), and 
Thomas (16 June 1806); Catharine (6 September 
1808) and William (12 May 1810) werε born 
after the move to Allan Bank. AIso at this period 
the Wordsworths established a lifelong friendship 
with Sir George and Lady Margaret Beaumont of 
Coleorton in Leicestershire. Sir George, a lover 
of poetry, amateur painter, collector of the arts, 
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Pages from the drafts for Michael that Wordsworth ψrote circa N ove뼈er 1800 in an iηterleaved copy of Coleridge’'s 1796 
Poems on Various Subjects ψ perm강szoη of the Wordsworth Trust) 
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and a Tory in politics, became Wordsworth’s bene
factor. In 1803 he gave Wordsworth some prop
erty at Applethwaite near Keswick, making Words
worth a freeholder of Cumberland with political 
rights. (Later, in 1805, Wordsworth reluctantly ac
cepted Lowther’s help in buying property in 
Westmorland; he never built on either estate.) 

In August 1803 Wordsworth, his sister, and 
Coleridge toured Scotland, where the travelers 
paid their respects to the memory of Burns and 
visited Sir Walter Scott. Although the tour had 
such high points, it was not a happy one. Cole
ridge, who had become increasingly unhappy in 
his marriage, especially after he had met and 
fallen in love with Sara Hutchinson, and who suf
fered from bad health and drug dependency, 
had decided to go abroad to the Mediterranean. 
In his envy of Wordsworth’s domestic happiness, 
Coleridge complained to Thomas Poole (14 Octo
ber 1803) that Wordsworth was “ more and more 
benetted in hyperchondriacal fancies , living 
wholly among devotees-having every the [sic] mi
nutest Thing, almost his Eating and Drinking, 
done for him by his Sister, or his Wife." AI
though these comments must be filtered through 
Coleridge’s peì:sonal frustrations , they do reveal 
the extent to which the Wordsworth women de
voted their lives to Wordsworth, providing the do
mestic harmony that made poetic composition pos
sible. They not only cooked and cleaned and 
nursed, but they labored over fair copies of manu
scripts and provided the poet with loyal support. 
In a lighter tone, but with the same implication, 
Henry Crabb Robinson later referred to 
Wordsworth’s “ three wives"-Mary Wordsworth, 
Dorothy Wordsworth, and Sara Hutchinson. 

But despite tensions on both sides, there 
was stilllove and admiration between the friends
and Wordsworth still saw Coleridge as an essen
tial inspiration to The Reclμse project. While Cole
ridge was trying to regain his health in Malta and 
Italy, Wordsworth had hoped that his friend 
would send him notes articulating a philosophical 
system for The Recl따e. But the notes never came, 
and Coleridge claimed that they had been lost on 
his trip back from Italy in 1806. Instead of work
ing on The Recluse directly, Wordsworth once 
again took up the poem on his own life, which 
also became known as the “ poem to Coleridge," 
since he decided to address the poem to his 
friend , both as a tribute to him and as a way to re
store him to hope. 

At the beginning of 1804, Wordsworth 
began working on The Prelude again in earnest, 
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Silhouette of Ma .• y Hutchinson Wordsworth iη ea껴 middl닝 

age (by permissioη of the Wordsworth Trust) 

and by early March he had finished a five-book 
version. This version, although it ended with the 
visionary experience of climbing Mount Snowdon 
in Wales (which Wordsworth had undertaken in 
the summer of 1791 with Robert ]ones), essen
tially covers Wordsworth’s life through his resi
dence at Cambridge. After completing this ver
sion, Wordsworth began to envision an even 
longer poem of epic dimensions that would articu
late how he-as a representative Englishman-had 
sustained the disappointments of recent history 
caused by the failure of revolution in France and 
the growth of tyranny in Europe. In the ex
panded version, the poet revisits France of the 
1790s in his imagination and relives the painful 
years of that decade; he shows how his heart and 
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pηηter’'s copy o[ one o[ Wordsψorth 's best-kη0ψη sonnets traηscribed by Sara Hutchiηson-and corrected by Wordsworth-some time be
tweeη N ovember 1806 aηd March 1807 [or iηclusioη zη his 1807 Poems, in Two Volumes (Add. Ms. 47864; by permissioη 

o[ the Bπtish Libraη1). The poem ψas ψηtteη on 3 September 1802; the erγor in the title is Wordsworth's. 
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Book 8, lines 44-65, from Dorothy Wordsworth ’s first transcription of the 1805 Prelude, e，χ'lensive매 rev양ed by Williαm Words
worth (by permission of the Wordsworth Trust) 
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mind were restored by his links to the natural 
world and the people who inhabit it. 

Although Wordsworth follows a general 
chronological movement from childhood to matu
rity, The Prelude is not strictly chronological. The 
actual composition of the poem began in Ger
many with Wordsworth’s memories of childhood 
experiences, later called “ spots of time." But the 
1805 po얻m actually begins with Wordsworth’s ded
ication of himself to poetry, and it ends with the 
mountaintop epiphany on Mount Snowdon in 
179 1. In book 1 Wordsworth frames his poem in 
a Miltonic context, proclaiming that “ The earth is 
all before me," lines which echo the end of Para
dise Lost: “The world was all before them." But 
Wordsworth begins his poem in the fallen world 
and changes the person andnumber of the pro
noun: his quest begins without Eve, without a 
ready-made community. In the course of book 1, 
the poet creates the fiction that the poem is in 
search not only of a hero but of a theme. Words
worth goes through various possibilities, as indi
cated by the great writers of the past, perhaps 
“ some British theme, some old l Romantic tale by 
Milton left unsung." He discovers in the course 
of this inventory that he is most invigorated by 
“ the story of my life," which will encompass the 
theme and region of his song. 

Wordsworth wrote The Prelude as if to sug
gest that in the act of composition he discovered 
meanings in past experiences that were not obvi
ous at the time. He typically describes being dis
turbed or chastened by an event, only to recog
nize as he writes how that event has un
consciously influenced his life. In order to cap
ture this structure of recollecting and then inter
preting a past experience, Wordsworth constantly 
moves from excited narrative passages to discur
sive passages, from past to present. A central ex
ample of this method occurs in book 6 of the 
1805 Prelude as Wordsworth describes his walking 
tour across the Alps in 1790 with Robert ]ones. 
Wordsworth describes himself and ]ones as hav
ing tremendous expectations of actually crossing 
the Alps: they are tourists seeking the sublime, ad
venturers who have “ sallied forth" on a quest. As 
Wordsworth explains, “ mighty forms seizing a 
youthful fancy / Had given charter to irregular 
hopes." To their astonishment and disappoint
ment, though, the young men actually cross the 
Alps without realizing that they have done so. 
From this intensely remembered disappointment, 
the poet shifts with no transition except a new 
verse paragraph to this present rec{땅nition: 
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Imagination!-lifting up itself 
Before the eye and progress of my song 
Like an unfathered vapour, here that power, 
In all the might of its endowments, came 
Athwart me. 1 was lost as in a cloud, 
Halted without a struggle to break through, 
And now, recovering, to my soul 1 say 
‘1 recognize thy glory’. 

Fourteen years later in the process of writing, the 
poet recognizes how the human mind can compen
sate for such disappointments. 

By May of 1805 Wordsworth had completed 
the thirteen-book Prelude, which he viewed as a 
tributary lo his projected work The Recluse, not 
his m맹or achievement. Wordsworth continued to 
revise the poem until 1839, when it was beauti
fully copied as a fourteen-book poem by Dora 
Wordsworth and her friend Elizabeth Cookson. 
While critics debate the merits of each version, stu
dents now have the advantage of several parallel 
texts for comparison. Members of Wordsworth ’s 
circle provide the only really contemporary re
sponse to the 1805 text: after hearing Words
worth read the poem, Coleridge was moved to re
cord his praise of Wordsworth’s “ prophetic Lay" 
ln “ To William Wordsworth," and family and 
friends who heard it over the years recognized its 
greatness. But the public was not to see The Pre
lμde until 1850, the same year as the publication 
ofTennyson’slη Memoriam. 

Shortly after he finished the thirteen-book 
Prelude, Wordsworth wrote to Sir George Beau
mont (13 ]une 1805): 

1 have the pleasure to say that 1 finished my 
Poem about a fortnight ago. 1 had looked for
ward to the day as a most happy one; and 1 was in
deed ‘grateful to God for giving me life to com
plete the work, such as it is; but it was not a 
happy day for me-I was d빙ected on many ac
counts; when 1 looked back upon the perfor
mance it seemed to have a dead weight about it, 
the reality so far short of the expectation; it was 
the first long labour that 1 had finished , and the 
doubt whether 1 should ever live to write the Rec
luse, and the sense which, 1 had of this Poem 
being so far below what 1 seemed capable of exe
cuting, depressed me much. 

Wordsworth’s sentiments provide a poignant ana
logue to crossing the Alps: “ the reality so far 
short of the expectation." Far from being the 
blindly egotistical poet some thought, Words
worth was vulnerable to doubts and anxieties 
about his poetic enterprise. The Recluse cast a 
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Wordsworth circa May 1806 (portrait by Heηry Edridge; by permissioη o[ 야e Wordsworth Trust) 

shadow over the present and made Wordsworth 
uneasy about the future. 

Wordsworth goes on in the same letter to 
name his most pressing grief: “ many heavy 
thoughts of my poor departed Brother hung 
upon me; thejoy which 1 should have had in show
ing him the Manuscript and a thousand other 
vain fancÎes and dreams." Wordsworth’s much
loved younger brother John, who had planned to 
retire with his family to Grasmere and join their 
circle, drowned with many of his crew when his 
ship , the Earl 01 Abergavenny, was wrecked in a 
storm near Weymouth Bay on 5 February 1805. 
The Wordsworths were profoundly grieved. John 
had been a most sympathetic and affectionate 
brother, who shared a love of poetry and the natu
ral world. Furthermore, John had wanted to 
work in order to free William “ to do something 
for the world." Immediately following John’s 
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death, Wordsworth tried to compose tributes to 
him, but he was so distraught that he could not re
cord the verses that he actually composed be
cause he was too weak to hold a pen and too reluc
tant to ask another mourner to take dictation. 
These attempts at composition and composure 
did, however, have therapeutic effects, and in the 
spring, as we have seen, Wordsworth returned to 
The Prelude. And in May or June of 1806, think
ing of John’s death in stormy seas and his own 
visit to Piel Castle in 1794, Wordsworth wrote his 
“ Elegiac Stanzas Suggested by a Picture of Peele 
Castle, in a Storm, by Sir George Beaumont." Al
though the poet remembers from his experience 
that “Thy [the castle’s] Form was sleeping on a 
glassy sea," he identifies more closely with the 
painting of the castle braving the angry sea. He 
sees in the pictured castle an image of his own pos
sible endurance: 
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Top: the 1806 paintiη:g that iηsPired Wordsworth to ψrite “'E legiac Stanzas Suggested by a Picture of Peele Castle, iη a Storm, by 
Sir George Beaumont," iη memoη of his brother Johη Wordsψorth， ωho died iη a shψψreck ηear Weymouth Bay 0η 5 February 
1805 (Private collection; from William Wordsworth and the Age of English Romanticism, 198η. Bottom: Johη Coηsta
ble’'s Weymouth Bay (1816), insPired by Wordsworth ’'s poem (by permissioη of the Trustees of the Victoria and Albert Museum). 
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Pages from Wordsworth'’S 21 May 1807 letter to L뼈ry Margaret Beaumont, eχpressing h성 reaction to the urifavorable reception of 
h상 recemη'nl써 published collection of poems (MA 1581; by peγmission of the Pierpont Morgan Library) 
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And this huge Castle, standing here sublime, 
1 love to see the look with which it braves, 
Cased in the unfeeling armour of old time, 
The light’ning, the fierce wind, and trampling 

waves. 

john Constable’s Weymouth Bay, painted with 
Wordsworth’s loss in mind, provides a visual con
text for Wordsworth’s description of the angry 
sky and sea. 

During this period Wordsworth was also con
stantly worried about Coleridge, and, when he fi
nally saw his friend again in the fall of 1806, he 
was stunned by his bad health and brokèn spirit. 
C이eridge later visited the Wordsworths while 
they were staying in a farmhouse in Coleorton, 
but there was to be no repeat of the Alfoxden 
years. The months at Coleorton (October 
1806-june 1807) were not unhappy, though, espe
cially since Hall Farm was so much more spacious 
for the growing family than Dove Cottage. It is 
here that Wordsworth read The Prelude to Cole
ridge and the gathered family. For the first time 
since childhood, the Wordsworths became regu
lar churchgoers, a practice perhaps related to the 
crisis of john’s death. Wordsworth, too , revealed 
his skill as a landscape gardener, designing a win
ter garden of evergreens and holly for Lady Beau
mont. Wordsworth also traveled a good deal-to 
London, which he seemed to enjoy more than in 
his earlier years and in spite of his criticism of 
urban life-and around the North. A trip in late 
summer and early fall would lead to the composi
tion in 1807-1808 of The White Doe 01 Rylstone 
(1815), a poem based on traditional ballads and 
local legends. 

During the spring of 1807 at Coleorton, 
Wordsworth was preparing copy for his new publi
cation to appear in May as Poems, in two Voz.μmes.ln

cluded in these volumes were numerous lyrics, 
many of which had been written in the spring of 
1802, forty-six sonnets, poems from the Scottish 
tour, and other works written over the last five 
years. The volumes included many poems now re
garded as some of Wordsworth’s finest lyrics, the 
Intimations Ode, “ Resolution and Indepen
dence," “The Solitary Reaper," and “ 1 wandered 
lonely as a cloud," to name just a few. Despite 
this artistic wealth, the volumes met with resound
mg r망ections from reviewers. Francis jeffrey, 
who might justly be called Wordsworth’s nemeS1S 
at the Edinburgh Reνiew， attacked the volumes with
out mercy in the October 1807 issue. The leitmo
tif of his criticism (echoed by other reviewers) 
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was that Wordsworth as a serious poet wasted his 
time on mean and uninteresting subjects. Be
cause Wordsworth violated ]effrey’s standard of 
decorum, his poems seem to be parodies of them
selves: 

It is possible enough, we allow, that the sight of 
a friend’s garden-spade, or a sparrow’s nest, or a 
man gathering leeches, might really have sug
gested to such a mind a train of powerful impres
sions and interesting re f1ections; but it is certain, 
that, to most minds, such associations will always 
appear forced , strained, and unnatural; and that 
the composition in which it is attempted to ex
hibit them, will always have the air of parody, or 
ludicrous and affected singularity. All the world 
laughs at Elegiac stanzas to a sucking-pig-a 
Hymn on Washing-day-Sonnets to one’s 
grandmother-or Pindarics on gooseberry-pye; 
and yet, we are afraid, it will not be quite easy to 
convince Mr Wordsworth, that the same ridicule 
must infallibly attach to most of the pathetic 
pieces in these volumes. 

jeffrey’s comments about such problematic 
poems as “Alice Fell" and “ Beggars" are dimin
ished by his judgment that the Intimations Ode 
IS “ the most illegible and unintelligible part of 
the publication." jeffrey implies that Wordsworth 
has feminized the art of poetry with his “ namby 
pamby," his “ prettyisms," his “babyish" verse; he 
approves of “The Character of the Happy War
rior" (written in part as a tribute to Horatio Nel
son) because it is “ manly." Implicit injeffrey’s gen
dered standards is the notion that real poets 
(men) do not write poems about daisies and daffo
dils. 

jeffrey’s criticism probably helped to ensure 
much poorer sales for Poems, in two Voz.μmes than 
for the ‘ Lyrical Balla따; after seven years 230 of 
the 1,000 copies remained at Longman’s. jeffrey 
also went far to create the fiction that Words
worth belonged to a school of poetry, a “brother
hood of poets who have haunted about the lakes 
of Cumberland." This allegedly conspiratorial fra
ternity included the likes of Coleridge and Rob
ert Southey, who lived at Greta Hall, Keswick, 
with the Coleridges. While Wordsworth had 
known Southey as long as he had known Cole
ridge, and remained friendly with him all of his 
life, he did not particularly admire Southey’s 
more-popular poetry. Nevertheless, the legend of 
the Lake School thrived in reviews for many 
years and was strengthened by the ideological con
nection of Wordsworth, Southey, and Coleridge 
as conservative turncoats. All of this made it per-
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fectly natural for Byron to attack “ the Lakers" en 
masse on political and poetic grounds in the dedi
cation to DoηJμaη (1819-1824). 

Following the attacks on his 1807 book, 
Wordsworth repeatedly expressed to friends his 
own faith in his work. When Lady Beaumont 
wrote her consolations, Wordsworth responded: 
“ Trouble not yourself upon their present recep
tion; of what momentis that compared with what 
1 trust is their destiny, to console the afflicted . . . 
to . . . teach the young and the gracious of every 
age, to see, to think, to feel , and therefore to be
come more actively and securely virtuous .... " 
More and more, this group of “ gracious" readers 
became idealized as “ the People" as opposed to 
“ the Public." Beyond his sympathetic circle of 
friends and family, Wordsworth seemed to pin 
his final hopes on being vindicated by time and 
not by contemporary readers. In the “ 1815 
Essay, Supplementary to the Preface," published 
in his Poems By William Wordsworth (1815) , he 
bases his overview of literary history on the prem
ise that great writers are not popular in their 
time. As evidence, Wordsworth points to Samuel 
Johnson’sLψes ofthe Poets (1779-1781) and asks, 
“where is the bright Elizabethan constellation? 

. where is the ever-to-be-honoured Chaucer? 

. Spenser? . . . Sidney? . . . Shakespeare?" De
spite the consolation of implicitly placing himself 
in this stellar company, Wordsworth still worried 
over the sale of his books and deeply resented 
his inability to make enough money from his writ
ing “ to buy his shoestrings." (For years he worked 
to make the copyright laws more responsive to 
the author’s right to earn profits and pass on prof
its to his heirs.) But the poor reception of his 
1807 poems made Wordsworth more reluctant 
than ever to publish. 

Wordsworth’s anxiety about publication is ev
ident in the history of The White Doe of Rylstone, a 
poem in seven cantos completed by January 
1808. From the beginning, Wordsworth was 
proud of The White Doe, representing it to his sym
pathetic circle as a spiritual work destined to be 
misunderstood by the public. Wordsworth felt 
that the poem would disappoint the expectations 
of readers looking for the kind of action and ad
venture found in Byron’s popular tales or Scott’s 
metrical romances, particularly The Lay of the L따t 

Minstrel (1805). Dorothy Wordsworth wrote to 
Lady Beaumont on 3 January 1808 that “ 1 cer
tainly misled you when 1 said that it would be a 
sort of romance, for it has nothing of that charac
ter." Wordsworth exploited neither the early Eliza-
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bethan border setting and its Gothicism nor the 
potential for adventure and suspense inherent in 
the ballad material about the Norton uprising 
from Thomas Percy’s Reliques of AncieηtEηglish Po
etry (1765). Instead of action or event, the narra
tive focuses on Emily N orton, whom Wordsworth 
cOInpares to Edmund Spenser’s Una and whose 
entire family is killed in an uprising against loyal
ists to Queen Elizabeth. Despite her loss of fam
ily and home, Emily finds spiritual consolation in 
her bond with a mysterious doe, who after 
Emily’s death makes a weekly pilgrimage to Bol
ton Priory and the Norton gravesite. 

Fearing to be misunderstood, Wordsworth 
went on for seven years before he was willing to 
publish The White Doe. Dorothy wrote to various 
correspondents, assuring that “ we women" urge 
publication. While separated from William in 
March of 1808, she even wrote him: “ Do, dearest 
William! do pluck up your Courage-overcome 
your disgust to publishing-It is but a little trouble, 
and all will be over, and we shall be wealthy, and 
at our ease for one year, at least." But even this 
dramatic plea was to no immediate avail. When 
he did publish the poem in 1815, Wordsworth in
sisted on an expensive quarto volume (twenty
one shillings) with large type, lots of space on the 
page, and an engraving of the doe after Sir 
George Beaumont’s painting. Thus, Wordsworth 
intended his quarto to rival the presentation of 
Byron’s more popular tales, or, as Wordsworth 
said, to show the world what he thought of The 
White Doe. 

But The White Doe has never received the 
kind of critical attention Wordsworth thought it 
deserved and is not now usually included among 
Wordsworth’s greatest accomplishments. While its 
reception was more mixed than the 1807 Poems, re
viewers were generally confused about the nature 
of Emily’s consolation and questioned the lack of 
explicit motivation. In the Eclectic Review (Janu
ary 1816) Josiah Conder disliked the “ mystical ele
ments" and added that “ The story is ... so much 
more like history, than romance, so destitute of 
plot, and so purely tragical, that it forms a much 
better subject for. a ballad, than for a poem of 
seven cantos, in which the reader is led to expect 
more of incident and detail." Jeffrey, too, ob
jected to the “ metaphysical sensibility" and “ mysti
cal wordiness" while musing that the material 
might have made an interesting ballad in the 
hands of Byron or Scott (Ediηbμrgh Review, Octo
ber 1815). But only Jeffrey claimed that “ This, 
we think, has the merit of being the very worst 
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Page [rom Wordsworth ’'s copy o[ The White Doe of Rylstone (1815), ωith his rev싫oηS [or the 1836 edition o[ The Poetical 
Works of William Wordsworth (aμctioηed by Ame애can Art Associatioη， Aηdersoη Galleries, Iηc. ， sale ηumber 4154, 14-15 

Februaη 1935) 
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poem we ever saw imprinted in a quarto vo1-
ume ... " 

In May of 1808, severa1 months after Words
worth had finished writing The White Doe, the fam
i1y moved across Grasmere Va1e from Town End 
to Allan Bank, a 1arger house to accommodate 
the growing fami1y, but one whose smoking chim
neys were to bother the Wordsworths. During 
this spring and into the fall , Wordsworth com
posed some poetry intended to be part of The Re
chμe. For the three years he 1ived at Allan Bank, 
Wordsworth worked intermittently on what 
wou1d become The ExcμrslOη (1814) and wrote a 
good dea1 of prose: his Coηcerηing the Conveηtion 
o[ Cintra (1809), a version of A G1μde to ’ the Lakes
pub1ished as the introduction to Select Views iη 

Cμmberland， Westmoreland, and Lancashire (1810)
and three Ess聊 얘oη EPitaphs; the first of the Es
says 0η EPitaphs appeared in Co1eridge’s short-
1ived pub1ication The Fηeηd (22 February 1809), 
as did “ A Rep1y to Mathetes" (14 December 
1809, 4 January 181이. Wordsworth wrote Coηcern
ing the Conventioη o[ Cintra in response to what he 
saw as the British genera1s’ betraya1 of Spanish 
and Portuguese forces. After the Spaniards and 
Portuguese had risen against Napo1eon’s troops, 
the British negotiated and 1et the French go. 
Wordsworth interpreted this action as a betraya1 
of the cause of 1iberty, both a betraya1 of spirited 
allies and a betraya1 of British va1ues going back 
to the repub1icans Wordsworth had celebrated in 
his sonnets of 1802. Co1eridge and Wordsworth’s 
new friend and admirer Thomas De Quincey 
helped with the 10ng and comp1icated task of see
ing this pamph1et through the press. 

In the fall of 1810 came Wordsworth ’s pain
fu1 falling out with Co1eridge. Co1eridge had re
solved to go to London, and Wordsworth ’s old 
friend Basi1 Montagu and his wife had offered to 
take him into their househo1d. Well acquainted 
both with Montagu’s regu1ar habits and with 
Co1eridge’s addiction and undiscip1ined way of 
1ife, Wordsworth confidentially warned Montagu 
that the p1an wou1d not work. On the way to Lon
don, Montagu careless1y to1d Co1eridge what 
Wordsworth had said: this indiscretion marked 
the beginning of a 10ng and painfu1 (and to the 
outside observer rather ridicu1ous) string of mis
understandings about exactly what Wordsworth 
had said. Wordsworth abso1utely denied that he 
had called Co1eridge a “ rotten drunkard," as Co1e
ridge be1ieved. After many 1etters and the media
tion of such friends as Charles Lamb and Henry 
Crabb Robinson, Wordsworth and Co1eridge 
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halted their dispute in the spring of 1812. A1-
though they remained on friend1y terms unti1 
Co1eridge’s death in 1834, they never shared the 
same intimacy of their earlier years, and 
Co1eridge’s interest in and support of Words
worth’s poetry diminished. 

Escaping from the discomforts of Allan 
Bank, the Wordsworths moved to the Grasmere 
Vicarage in J une of 1811. Wordsworth’s four-year
old daughter Catharine died in June 1812 after a 
series of illnesses, and then six-year-01d Thomas 
died in December, following comp1ications from 
the meas1es. Wordsworth was a most 10ving and de
voted father, and both he and Mary went 
through 10ng periods of mourning. Wordsworth 
expresses his 10ss of Catharine-and her continu
ing presen'ce in his mind-in a sonnet pub1ished 
in 1815: 

Surprized by joy-impatient as the Wind 
1 turned to share the transport-Oh! with whom 
But Thee, deep buried in the silent tomb, 
That spot which no vicissitude can find. 

Following these deaths , Wordsworth became even 
more solicitous of his surviving chi1dren. John 
was a slow but steady student who wou1d eventu
ally attend Oxford and enter the Church; Willy, 
a constant worry to his parents, eventually took 
over Wordsworth’s position as Distributor of 
Stamps in 1842; sad1y, Thomas had been the 
on1y son who showed rea1 scho1arly abi1ity. With 
his daughter Dora, Wordsworth deve10ped an in
tense1y close re1ationship; as she grew into woman
hood, and especially following Dorothy Words
worth’s decline and Sara Hutchinson’s death in 
1835, the spirited, ta1ented, and devoted Dora be
came Wordsworth’s companion and amanuensis. 

In March of 1813 Sir William Lowther, Earl 
of Lonsda1e, appointed Wordsworth as Distribu
tor of Stamps for Westmor1and and part of Cum
ber1and, a position that Wordsworth hoped 
wou1d eventually help supp1ement his income by 
more than four hundred pounds a year. The posi
tion required traveling severa1 times a year 
around the counties to collect revenue, a practice 
suited to Wordsworth’s 10ve of travel, although it 
was time-consuming. In some circles Wordsworth 
was never forgiven for accepting this patronage 
of the Lowthers and the government: he became 
Browning’s 10st 1eader who “1eft us" for “ a hand
fu1 of si1ver" (in “ The Lost Leader," 1845). 
Shortly after this, the Wordsworths moved to 
what wou1d be their fina1 home, the spacious and 
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Rydal Mount, Wordsworth'’s home from 1813 until hiS death in 1850 (an 1831 watercolor by William Westαll; 

by pern띠sion of the Wordsworth Trust) 

well-situated Ryda1 Mount, about two mi1es from 
Grasmere. Dorothy Wordsworth hera1ded the fam
i1y’s new comforts: “ We are going to have a Tur
key!!! carpet in the dining-room and a Brussels in 
William’s study." But she went on to assure her 
friend Catherine C1arkson that at 1east the Tur
key carpet was really economica1, if the Brussels 
wasJust “ smart. 

The year after he sett1ed at Ryda1 Mount, 
Wordsworth pub1ished The ExcμrslOη， which he 
dedicated to Lord Lonsda1e, and advertised as a 
portion of his work in progress, The Recl따e. The 
Excursioη， a 10ng poem in nine books (in two 
quarto vo1umes), begins with the much-revised 
version of The R1떠led Cottage as its first book. 
Wordsworth essentially develops four main charac
ters or dramatic voices in the poem: the Wan
derer (the Ped1ar of The Rμiηed Cottage) , the Poet, 
the Solitary, and the Pastor. The Wanderer intro
duces the Poet to his friend the Solitary, an unbe-
1iever embittered by the 10ss of his hopes in the 
French Revo1ution and the death of his fami1y. 
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The trio soon meet up with the Pastor, who joins 
in the attempt to conso1e the Solitary and recon
ci1e him to himse1f and to God. In the course of 
the poem, we overhear many stories pertaining 
to rura1 characters and their fates , and discourses 
on war, co1onization, education, and religion as 
the characters stroll through the countryside. 
The Solitary remains unconverted. 

In his preface Wordsworth exp1ains that 
“ The Recluse will consist chiefly of meditations 
in the Author’s own person," but that in The Excμr

SlOη “ something of a dramatic form is adopted." 
This dramatic or dia10gue form allows Words
worth to present different points of view on vari
ous subjects, a1though, as the astute Haz1itt noted 
in a three-part review for the Examiηer (21 and 
28 August, 2 October 1814), the main personae 
a1so represent parts of Wordsworth’s own mind: 

Even the dialogues introduced in the present vol
ume are soliloquies of the same character, taking 
different views of the su미ect. The recluse, the pas
tor, and the pedlar, are three persons in one 
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poet. . . . But the evident scope and tendency of 
Mr. Wordsworth’s mind is the reverse of dra
matic. It resists all change of character, all vari
ety of scenery, all the bustle, machinery, and pan
tomime of the stage, or of real life,-whatever 
might relieve or relax or change the direction of 
its own activity, jealous of all competition. The 
power of his mind preys upon itself. 

Like The Borderers, The ExcμrslOη might fail as 
drama, but it tells us a great deal about the con
f1icts within the poet’s own mind. The fact that 
the Solitary (Hazlitt’s “ recluse") is not reconciled 
tells us that Wordsworth had to fight、 against alien
ation and melanch이y， even though he ,embraced 
religion. Perhaps the revelation of this conf1ict ap
pealed to Keats when he greeted The Excμrszoη as 
one of the three things to r망oice about inthe mod
ern world. Keats’s “ Ode to a Nightingale" pays trib
ute to the sometimes brilliant poetry of book 4, 
with its allusions to solemn nightingales and fad
ing anthems. 

But The ExcμrslOη did not meet with univer
sal acclaim. ]effrey, who gave Wordsworth up as 
“hopeless," began his review for the Ediηbμrgh Re
view (November 1814) with the infamous quip, 
“This will never do." Although ]effrey pointed to 
the obscurity and “ mysticism" of certain passages, 
his main objection echoed his previous critiques 
of Wordsworth’s lack of decorum: “ Did Mr. Words
worth really imagine, that his favourite doctrines 
were likely to gain any thing in point of effect or 
authority by being put in the mouth of a person ac
customed to higgle about tape, or brass sleeve
buttons?" Similarly Hazlitt asserted, in the con
text of his more favorable review for the 
Examiner, that “ We go along with him, while he is 
the subject of his own narrative, but we take 
leave of him when he makes pedlars and plough
men his heroes, and the interpreters of his senti
ments." In the Moηthly Review (February 1815) 
]ohn Herman Merivale perhaps expressed the sen
timent of many readers, even today, when he 
claimed that the poem has “f1ashes of genius 
which no weight of pedantry and affectation can 
entirely suppress or extinguish." It is perhaps 
this overt didacticism that has most offended mod
ern readers. Interestingly, the major reviewers 
did not object to the poem on p이itical grounds, al
though when Shelley launched his attack on 
Wordsworth the following year, he assumed that 
The Excμrszoη was the product of a reactionary ren
egade, a position that was later strengthened by 
the tone of Wordsworth’s “Thanksgiving Ode" 
(1816) celebrating N apoleon’s defeat. 
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The Excμrszoη went into seven editions in 
Wordsworth’s lifetime, but it has never assumed 
the place in his canon or in posterity that Words
worth had cherished for it. In stating his prefer
ence for Wordsworth’s lyric poetry against both 
The Excursioη and The Prelude, Matthew Arnold 
helped in his 1879 edition to halt interest in the 
long poetry. But while The Prelude has come to 
be regarded as the center of Wordsworth’s oeu
vre, The Excμrszoη never made a strong come
back. Nevertheless , as mòdern scholars want to 
learn more about Wordsworth’s development and 
his inf1uence on his own , contemporaries, The Ex
cμ，rszoη warrants greater attention as the long 
work that they actually read , discuss , and quote. 

In 1815 Wordsworth published, in addition 
to The White Doe, Poems By William Wordsworth, In
cluding Ly야cal BaU，αds， and the Miscellaneous Pieces 
01 the Author, two volumes that included poetry 
written since the 1807 Poems, in tψo volμmes. Sev
eral of the new poems reveal Wordsworth’s passio
nate rediscovery of the classics: in “ Laodamia," 
for instance, an admired poem in the nineteenth 
century, Wordsworth has in mind book 6 of the Ae
ηeid and Ovid’s H eroides, as well as other classical 
sources. AIso in these volumes Wordsworth in
cludes an important preface, in which he outlines 
his method of classifying his poems according to 
psychological categories or subject matter, as well 
as his analysis of the two faculties , imagination 
and fancy. 

Although Wordsworth had also planned to 
publish Peter Bell and The Waggoηer in 1815 , he de
layed, perhaps because of the poor reception of 
The White Doe. Finally in 1819 Wordsworth 
brought out Peter Bell, written in 1798, and The 
Waggoηer， probably written in 1806. Peter Bell had 
the distinction of being satirized before it was pub
lished: Keats’s friend ]ohn Hamilton Reynolds 
heard the title of the poem and thought it ridicu
lous enough to write a spoof. Keats implicitly sup
ported this sentiment, writing to his brother in 
1819, “Wordsworth is going to publish a poem 
called Peter Bell-what a perverse fellow it is! 
Why wilt he talk about Peter Bells?" Keats , who 
by this time was disillusioned with Wordsworth , 
seemed to be basing his complaint on Words
worth’s choice of character and subject matter, as 
]effrey and Hazlitt had done for The Excursioη. 
Reynolds’s satire was but the first of many, which 
paradoxically made the real Peter Bell a much 
more popular volume than The Waggoner, a comic 
poem admired by and dedicated to Charles 
Lamb. 
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WonL5ωorth in 1818 (portrait by Benjamiη Robert H aydoη; by perm상sion of the National Portrait Galleη1， Loηdon). 
The Wordsψorthfamψ， consideηηg this drawing a rather dramatized image of the poet, called it “ The Brigand." 

Perhaps the most serious attack was 
Shelley’s Peter Bell the Third, a work Shelley tried 
to publish in 1819 but which was not published 
until 1839-too late to influence the fate of the 
real Peter Bell. Shelley’s poem is really not a par
ody of Peter Bell but a critique of Wordsworth’s ca
reer and the political views that led him to write 
“odes to the Devil" such as the “ Thanksgiving 
Ode." In Shelley’s critique we see disillusionment 
with Wordsworth based on his political views and 
recent activities; for in 1818 Wordsworth had cam
paigned vigorously for the Lowthers in the Parlia
mentary elections and written Two Addresses to the 

Freeholders 01 Westmoreland on the occasion. In one 
of the addresses Wordsworth argues for “ mel
lowed feudality" instead of democracy. In such 
claims and in his open attack on reform, Shelley 
saw betrayal and apostasy. Even Keats, who had 
met Wordsworth through their friend Benjamin 
Robert Haydon in London in December 1817, 
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had been disappointed to find Wordsworth away 
campaigning for the Lowthers when he stopped 
at Rydal Mount in 1818. Wordsworth, in his 
turn, defended his actions: he feared the influ
ence of commertial and manufacturing interests 
and justified support of the Lowthers on the 
grounds that they would preserve counties like 
Westmorland and Cumberland and protect them 
from exploitation by urban areas. Wordsworth 
would later develop similar arguments in his oppo
sition to the Reform Bill of 1832 and to other lib
eral measures. 

While the younger generation of Romantic 
poets were becoming disillusioned with Words
worth on political grounds, Wordsworth was con
tinuing to publish his poetry and beginning to 
find a new audience. In 1820 the first collected 
edition of his poems appeared (four volumes ex
cluding The Excμrsion) ， and then a five-volume col
lection came out in 1827. In 1828 a pirated edi-
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Page from a fair copy of ‘'Composed du깨ηgaη Eveniη:g of peculiar beauty'’ made by Mary Wordsworth, ψith a ηote iη William 
Wordsωorth’'s haηd， for Washiηgtoη Allston, whose Jacob’s Dream ψas hung at the coμntη hOlαe of Sir George 0’'Brieη 

Wyndham, Earl of Egremont, in 1817, the year this poem ωas ψπtten (Cornell Wordsworth Collection; by perm양sion oj‘ Cornell Uη1-

νersity Library). It was first published, with some textual chaηges， as “ Ode, composed μ:poη aη Eveηing of extraordinary Splendor 
aηd Beauty" in The River Duddon (1 820). 
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First page of the “Glad Preamble," writteη αs a separate poem in 1799, as it appears at the beginning of The Prelude, book 1, 
in the fair cφ'y prepared in 1816-1819 byJohη Carter, Wordsworth's clerk (야 permissioη of the Wordsworth Trω” 
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tion of his complete works came out in Paris. Dur
ing this period Wordsworth also published 
(among other works) a well~received collection of 
sonnets in The River Dμddon， A seηes 01 Soηηets: 

Vaudr.αcoμraηdJμlia: and Other Poems (1820); Me
morials 01 a T01ιr 0η the Coηtinent， 1820 (1822), the 
fruit of one of his many trips to Europe; and Eccle
siastical Sketches (1822), sonnets influenced by his 
brother Christopher Wordsworth and his work in 
Church history. The works of this period are var
ied, although they have one quality in common: 
they are not part of The Recl따e. Although Words
worth continued to refer to this work, his pros
pects of finishing it diminished. In the sonnet 
“ Nuns fret not" (1807) Wordsworth had praised 
the boundaries of “ the sonnet’s scanty plot of 
ground" for disciplining poetic impulses; he 
seems never to have found the “ plot of ground" 
to discipline the unwieldy Recluse during these 
years. But he did not give up trying for a long 
tIme. 

Wordsworth e매oyed growing popularity in 
the years between the death of Byron in 1824 
and the ascension of Tennyson in the 1840s, espe
cially after Scott’s death in 1832. At Cambridge 
in the late 1820s he was admired. and promoted 
hy the Apostles, a group including Tennyson, Ar
thur Henry Hallam, and Richard Monckton 
Milnes. Debates were held at Cambridge and in 
London on the relative merits of Byron and 
Wordsworth. Tennyson himself revered Words
worth and his poetry. In 1835 while Tennyson 
was in the Lake District and was rereading 
poems such as Michael, he composed his most 
Wordsworthian poem, “ Dora," about which 
Wordsworth later reportedly confided, “ Mr. Ten
nyson, 1 have been endeavoring all of my life to 
write a pastoral like your ‘Dora’ and have not suc
ceeded." 

By 1835, when Wordsworth’s Yarrow Revis
ited, Aηd Other Poems, including poems from the 
most recent tour of Scotland and other works of 
the 1820s and 1830s, was published, Words
worth’s reputation was firmly established. In the 
Moηthly Repositoη， (1835) he was depicted as a sur
vivor of various attacks and critical battles: 

No poet has ever lived and written down, and 
that in the most quiet way, a greater host of diffi
culties than Wordsworth. The common consent 
which once denied him a place amongst the 
bards of his age and country, now seems to con
cede to him the highest rank. He has overcome a 
world of prejudices, and also some just objec
tions. A new theory of poetry; a practice which 
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made more startling whatever was most startling 
in that theory; an offensive defiance of all the 
common-place, adventitious aids of what is called 
poetical interest; the political hostility of the two 
great parties of the state in succession; the heav
ier charge, with all parties, of apostasy; the re
peated, and what appeared the demolishing, at
tacks of the acutest and most in f1uential criticism 
of the day; ridicule from all quarters through 
many years: these are the rocks and brambles 
over which he has pursued his path up the lofty 
eminence on whose heights he now peacefully re
clines. This is the course of greatness. 

There were still critics and readers who would 
bring various charges against Wordsworth 
(Browning’s “The Lost Leader" was not pub
lished until 1845), but in the mid 1830s Words
worth’s poetic achievement could not easily be 
brushed off. Wordsworth’s literary influence later 
went beyond the genre of poetry: novelists such 
as Charles Dickens, George Eliot, and Elizabeth 
Gaskell all revealed their debt to a poet who under
stood the workings of time and memory and his
tory. Wordsworth also received growing public rec
ognition: honorary degrees from the universities 
of Durham and Oxford, a Civil List pension in 
1842 , as well as the poet laureateship in 1843. In 
his later years Wordsworth received hundreds of 
curious people at Rydal Mount each year, includ
ing, according to Arnold’s story, a clergyman 
who asked whether he had written anything be
sides the popular G따de to the Lakes. 

Reading Wordsworth’s letters and poetry of 
the late 1820s and early 1830s, we also see Words
worth entering the transitional culture of the Vic
torian age. This is particularly evident in 
Wordsworth’s relationships with women. Al
though Wordsworth’s marriage to Mary Hutchin
son was long and happy (and, according to the re
cently discovered love letters between the two, 
passionate), he cultivated relationships with other 
women throughout his life. His later poems and 
letters reveal a man who greatly admired tal
ented women-writers and poetesses (as they were 
called)-but always urged that women first fulfill 
their “womanly virtue" and acquire “ Domestic hab
its" before they thought of anything else. Words
worth endorsed the developing ideology of wom
anhood based on notions of female purity and 
spirituality played out in the domestic sphere. 
These ideal qualities are evident in a poem Words
worth published in The Keepsake for the 1828 
Christmas season, “ The Promise" (later “ The 
Triad"), in which he praises the domestic and nur-
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Wordsworth in 1832 (portrait by Hen:η William Pickersgill; by perm상sion of the Master and Fellows of St. John’s 
College, Cαmbridge) 

turing virtues of Edith Southey, Dora Words
worth, and Sara Coleridge, daughters of the 
poets. 

With his daughter Dora, Wordsworth re
vealed a possessiveness and dependency not evi
dent in other relationships. Increasingly Words
worth was bothered by an inflammation of his 
eyes that he had since his early thirties, and in a 
poem written in 1816 (“A little onward lend thy 
guiding hand") he links Dora both to his need 
for guidance and his need to guide. As she en
tered her twenties, Dora’s health became more 
fragile , and Wordsworth feared anything that 
would strain it. But he also depended on Dora’s 
company and her skill as an amanuensis at Rydal 
Mount. His only conflict with Dora came when 
she wanted to marry Edward Quillinan, a wid
ower who had been a family friend for many 
years. Wordsworth agreed to the marriage reluc-
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tantly in 1841 when Dora was thirty-seven years 
old. When Dora died of consumption in 1847, 
WordswQrth never really emerged from his grief 
to compose agam. 

Although Wordsworth remained an inveter
ate reviser of his poems all his life (and in 1842 fi
nally published The Borderers and GuilÌ aηd Soπ'ow 
in Poems, Chiefly of Early and Late Years) , he did 
not write much new poetry during his last de
cade. But he did see several new editions and selec
tions through the press, and he maintained a 
keen interest in how his poems were presented 
on the page. During the winter and spring of 
1842-1843 Wordsworth dictated notes on his 
poems to his friend Isabella Fenwick, providing 
valuable insight into his poetry and his later per
ception of that poetry. 

Letters and memoirs by friends and associ
ates of the Wordsworths paint a picture of the 
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William and Mary Wordsworth iη 1839 (portrait by Margaret Gillies; by permissioη ofthe Wordsψorth Trust) 

poet in his later years as a hearty man, still capa
ble of climbing mountains and of extensive travel
ing. Wordsworth seems to have maintained a life
long habit of composing poetry best while 
walking out of doors, later dictating the products 
of this activity. To observers such as Henry Tay
lor, Wordsworth’s face seemed to take on the fea
tures of the outdoors: “ It was a rough grey face , 
full of rifts and clefts and fissures , out of which 
... you might expect lichens to grow." Like the im
posing mountains that he loved, Wordsworth be
came an image of strength and survival. 

To the end, Wordsworth remained a man of 
conflicting impulses: he loved being settled at 
Rydal Mount, but he also loved to travel. When 
he was touring Italy with Crabb Robinson in 
1837, he longed for home at the same time that 
he relished the freedom and discovery recorded 
in Memorials 01 a Toμr zη Italy, 1837, published in 
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Poems, Chiefly 01 Early and Late Years (1842). 
Harriet Martineau captures Wordsworth’s lm
pulses in her Aμtobio맘때hy (1877) , when she re
cords that Wordsworth warned her that in order 
to conserve her resources , she should charge 
houseguests for meat: “ The mixture of odd econo
mies and neighborly generosity was one of the 
most striking things in the old poet." 

The old poet, known affectionately as “ the 
Bard" to Hartley Coleridge, developed his final ill
ness in March 1850. Following his usual habit of 
walking out of doors in all weather, Wordsworth 
came down with pleurisy and never regained his 
strength. He died at Rydal Mount on 23 April 
1850, Shakespeare’s birthday and sixteen days 
after his own eightieth birthday. Three months 
after her husband’s death , Mary Wordsworth 
brought out The Prelude, having named the poem 
appropriately herself. Before his death, Words-
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Wordsworth on Helvellyn, 1842 (portrait by Benjamin Robert Haydoη; by permissioη of the National Portrait 
Galleη， Loηdoη) 

worth had authorized his nephew Christopher 
Wordsworth “ to prepare for publication any no
tices of my life that may be deemed necessary to il
lustrate my writings." The resulting two-volume 
memoir was longer than the brief notice that 
Wordsworth imagined, but Christopher Words
worth thought that this longer work would dis
courage unauthorized biographies. 1n preparing 
his work, Christopher Wordsworth wanted to in
clude mention of the affair with Annette Vallon, 
but other family members and friends objected. 
He did say cryptically that his uncle was “ encom
passed with strong temptations" in France. The 
memoir thus echoes Wordsworth’s treatment of 
the affair in The Prelμde， where a fictional story 
of thwarted lovers (Vaudracour and Julia) is as 
close as Wordsworth gets to confronting this di
mension of his French Revolution. While many 
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of Wordsworth’s friends and contemporaries 
knew of the affair, it was not rediscovered until 
the beginning of this century. 

Reviews of The Prelude were generally not 
bad, although several reviewers criticized the flat
ness of long discursive passages and were puzzled 
by the problem of genre, since The Prelude was 
the first English autobiography written in verse 
and also contained elements of epic, romance, sat
ire, and pastoral. The publication did not substan
tially change Wordsworth’s reputation, which was 
not as high as that of Tennyson, the new poet lau
reate. Wordsworth’s reputation had sagged 
enough by 1879 that Arnold felt a need to rehabili
tate his poetry. With A. C. Bradley’s claim in the 
O때rd Lectμres 0η Poetη (1909) that “Wordsworth 
is indisputably the most sublime of our poets 
since Milton'’ and with the biographical revela
tions of George McLean Harper (1916) and 
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Dora Word뼈orth， 1839 (portrait by Margaret Gillies; 야 permission of the Wordsworth Trust) 

Emile Legouis (1922), interest in The Prelude 
began to revive. 

For the last quarter of a century, critical 
focus on Wordsworth has been intense. While the 
New Critics disparaged the Romantics generally, 
the Romantics-and particularly Wordsworth
have been central to the work of many post
structuralists, who have found his texts particu
larly rich sites for interpretation. Although most 
of this work has focused on The Prelude and 
other texts of the great decade (1797-1807), read
ers with an interest in Wordsworth’s historical situ
ation are revaluating the works of Wordsworth’s 
youth and his later years. The Cornell Words
worth editions, which began to appear in the mid 
1970s, have facilitated new research. Although 
the judgment that Wordsworth’s poetry declined 
after 1807 or 1815 still stands, several recent writ
ers have suggested that we have not yet found a 
way to read Wordsworth’s later poetry for what it 
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is rather than for what it is not. Perhaps if we 
think of Wordsworth as a poet who began writ
ing in the eighteenth-centutγ mode, worked 
through the Romantic period, and then entered 
the Victorian age, we can better understand the re
markable range of his achievement and of his con
tribution to English poetry. 
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